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A little  
bit more  
about 

Rooted in travel, adventure and extraordinary 
stories and a sustainable society 

Specialty coffee: best quality and care in every stage 
of the process.  

More care = better quality and more sustainable 

Invite customers on an adventure

Farmer

Q�Graders

Zwarte�Roes

Consumer

ZWARTE�ROES



A  
coffee  
person

Crave for craft: made by people 

Attention to origin and story behind it 

Willing to pay a little more for quality 
and more sustainable 

Adds up to the experience

SPECIALTY



Picture taken during my holiday in Iceland. It goes without saying this was the best coffee I’ve had in my life. 

Drinking  
your 
coffee

Coffee can be as complex as whine 

Identifying the flavours shifts your 
full attention to the coffee 

Enhances the experience 

Actual practise in mindfulness

MINDFULLY



The power 
of sound

Sound can affect taste perception 

Sound can also enhance taste X
AND�COFFEE



The chocolate
EXPERIMENT



What 
makes a 
coffee 
special? Sounds that 

enhance the 
flavour

Mindfully 
drinking your 

coffee

Specialty 
Roasted

Carefully 
selected beans

Special(ty)�
coffee�
experience�

EXPERIENCE

PRODUCT

ILLUSION



Social Media 

Phone  

Newsletter  

Website

ONLINE OFFLINE
Events 

Roastery  

Products

Touchpoints 
of ZWARTE�ROES





Transparant

Adventure

Craftsmanship & quality

Personal

Be the change

Clear, individual sounds

Adventurous & uplifting

Real instruments

Not too many instruments

Inspiring, promotes action

Brand�values Music�values



Travel
Explore

Bright

Colourful
Minimal

Playful

Light

Positive

Clean

Different�flavours

Passion

Dreaming

NatureEnvironment

Mountain�tops

Honesty

Optimistic Kindness

People
Human

Friends

Handmade

Equal

Trust

World

Handpicked

Together

Open

Relaxing

No�middle�man

Catchy

Enjoying�the�moment

Energy



How 
would that 
sound 
like?

The sound logo is uplifting, inspiring and adventurous, but 
can’t be too much of a distraction from your coffee moment.  

Makes you want to move but not like you’re in a hurry. A 
catchy tune that makes you want to hum along. 

Finger-picking and using only a few instruments brings space 
and transparency. You know exactly which notes you hear. 

It’s recorded with real instruments to make it personal and 
handmade. For extra melody the sound of people (finger 
snapping, clapping, voice) can be added

AND�FEEL



What does 
that sound 
like?

+ Joyful 
+ Individual notes  
+ Simple  
+ Bass notes and high tunes 
+ Finger snapping

EXAMPLE�1

- Singing/ whistling 
- Too slow 
- Guitar functions as 
bass



What does 
that sound 
like?

+ Simple, repetitive bass 
+ Individual notes 
+ Makes you want to move but is not 
too fast 
+ Human sounds

EXAMPLE�2

- High notes barely 
present, focus is too 
much on the bass 
- not cheerful, 
adventurous or inspiring



What does 
that sound 
like?

+ Optimistic, makes you want to get 
going 
+ Both guitar and bass with individual 
notes 
+ sounds optimistic

EXAMPLE�3

- A little too funky/ too 
fast, not relaxed 
- the hissing sound from 
the high-head makes it 
a less ‘clear’ sound



Concept Idea
The�angle



What you 
hear is what 
you are

If we can create ambiguity by combining a high and a 
low note, it depends on the person/ mood/ environment 
what sound you hear (most). 

If you mostly hear a high note, it’s associated with the 
acid tones in the coffee. 
If you mostly hear a low note you associate it with the 
bitter tones. 

You can change the association towards the brand by 
focussing on either the high or the low note

THINK�YOU



Why this 
fits
Specialty coffee is defined in the first 3 stages of the 
process, but by creating an experience at home you make it 
full circle: 

By putting more care and attention in this stage, you 
increase the quality and experience 

The sound enhances the different flavours in the coffee 

It allows customers to explore and play with the Zwarte 
Roes, which is an extension of their brand  

Bonus: emphasises ‘specialty’ in specialty coffee

ZWARTE�ROES
Farmer

Q�Graders

Zwarte�Roes

Consumers



How 
does that 
work?

Using a bass for the low sound, and a guitar/ violin 
for the high sounds. They both play the same 
melody 

The melody is played according to the brand values 

We record it with real instruments



Brand  
anthem

Create a sound logo with real instruments (bass 
and guitar/violin), that capture the brand values 
and mood boards as previously described.  

Include the element of audio illusion to create a 
unique sound, ‘auditory illusion’ to create a sound/
taste experience while people listen to it. 

FOR�THE�COMPOSER



Sound 
mnemonic

Zwarte Roes invites her customers to explore, go on an adventure 
and have a unique experience. They do this by putting extra care in 
their products and the environment, which increases the quality 
and flavour.


With the Sound logo we do exactly the same: the inspiring, uplifting 
tune makes you want to get up and going but at the same time 
invites you to pay more attention to your cup of coffee. 


This sound identity will make Zwarte Roes unique as it is an 
interactive concept that focusses on experience

THE�SPECIALTY�COFFEE�EXPERIENCE
Farmer

Q�Graders

Zwarte�Roes

Consumers



The sound of Zwarte Roes is based 
on science and stands for 
everything the brand stands for, 
their product tastes like and the 
experience they want to create


